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Test prop tbol cycle Looking to start a test prop and tbol cycle. Layout will be as follows: Weeks 1-8 test
prop 100mg eod Weeks 1-8 aromasin 12.5mg eod Weeks 1-6 tbol 50mg ed The usual Cycle support
supps will be used as will the perfect pct layout. Re: 6 week test prop,tbol,proviron Proviron is not an ai.
It has some ai properties but should not be relied on to cover your ass. Its a steroid. Thats why its not
supposed to be used in pct either. Get some aromasin to be on the safe side. Tbol won't aromatize but the
test will. Try the prop at 50mg Ed or 100 EOD. That's a good start for it.

Test E, Provion, Tbol cycle. swolebenny • Wed, Jun 14th, '17 12:03 • 10 replies, 719 views. hi Guys. Im
currently runing Test E 500mgs, Proviron 50mgs and Tbol 50mgs. i am 200lbs 5'10. been cycling on and
off for a couple years. but just had a quick question. is taking 2 orals not a good idea. i read the toxicity
to the liver on proviron.

Anavar is faked so often you may as well get tbol. Proviron, from what I've read, doesn't really do
much.It's more something you use at the end of one's contest prep but I don't see it hurting anything at
50mg ED (I could be wrong, the pros hopefully will chime in) test prop at 100mg eod, .25-.5 adex eod,
HCG 250 IU 2x week, tbol at 50mg ED, proviron at 50mg ed. discover this info here

in this cycle tbol will still contribute to some mass gains while improving recovery and endurance
testosterone enanthate taken for the entire 12 week cycle at between 300mg and 500mg weekly, and
turinabol used only for the first 8 weeks at 30mg daily will kick in earlier in the cycle while the slower
acting testosterone ester takes over for the …
Primobolan, Testocyp, Turinabol & Proviron (Intermediate lean mass and strength cycle) This cycle is
specifically designed around those that are looking for long term quality gains with the least possible
side effects.

Cycle options that I have in
mind are: 1) 10 weeks Supertest @ 640mg per week WITH 50mg TBol for first 5 weeks + 40mg
Proviron ED throughout. 2) 8 Weeks Test Prop @ 450mg per week (Mon, Wed, Fri) with 50mg TBol for
first 6 weeks + 40mg Proviron throughout cycle. Any other cycles or even individual compounds you
guys think I should look into. Rep Points. 418591024. 13 is fine, but Yes Mast is best used when bf Is
lowered. But you can run the following and enjoy it well. 1-10 Prop 100mg EOD. 1-10 Mast 150 EOD.
1-10 Proviron 50mg/ed. 1-10 Clen 60-120 MCG 2 weeks on 2 weeks off. Possibly some T3 at 25-50.

If you are looking to stay under the radar
and gain a fair bit of lean, dry, muscle mass, Turinabol is the perfect kick starter for you. With a good

diet, strong lifts and a Test base, you should be able to gain at least 10-15 lbs. of lean, dry muscle by the
time you are done with a Turinabol cycle. weblink

